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Recent work

 Create videos and uploading them to 
youtube

 As creators we have access to much data

 This allows us to model the propagation of 
content in the network

 Study competition over popularity in social 
network



What do we learn from youtube data

 What brought the views: another social How 
many views according to the profile (age, 
sex, location) 

 network? Another WEB site? The 
recommendation of Youtube? A search in 
Youtube etc.? Is it a mobile source?

 Audience Retention



Traffic
Source

 2103 views 
during 70 
days 

 850 from 
recommendati
ons of 
youtube

 172 from 
other sites

  



Traffic
Source

 Social 
Networks: 

 Linkedin (71)

 Facebook(38)

 (From INRIA: 
5)



Profile: 
location

 France: 820

 USA: 540

 Unknown: 200

 Next come 
locations 
where I gave 
talks:

India (87), 
Germany (37), 
Israel (27),   
Italy (24)



Profile: gender and age

 9,8% Fem 
views 

 4,4% Fem 
views in 
France

 7,2% Fem 
views in US



audience retension (allows dimensionning)



Data we get 
from Facebook:
 Data on each

Content in a page



Competing over popularity of content:
 Individuals who wish to disseminate content 

through a social network. Goal: visibility, 
popularity

 Social network provider  (SNP) interested 
in maximizing the amount of downloads

 Has tools to accelerate the dissemination of 
popular content. Example: 
Recommendation graph

 The SNP can give priority in the 
recommendation graph to someone who pays



Example:   YOUTUBE
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Example:   YOUTUBE
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A list containing other ad events:
Sharing and embedding



 Semi Dynamic model: ads in the beginning



Snowball epidemic effects
Dynamic ads policy

Other acceleration
Factors:
• Other publishers
Embed content
• Comments and
Responses increase
Visibility



 N content creators  (seeds)– players

 M potential destination 

 A destination m is interested in the first content 
that it will be aware of. 

 Information on content n arrives at a destination 
after a time exponentially  distributed with 
parameter  λ(n).

 The goal of a seed: maximize the number of 
destinations Xi(T) at time T (T large) that have 
its content (dissemination utility).

Model



 For linear dissemination utility, we can 
reduce the state space to the number 
of destinations that have some 
content.  1-dimensional! 

 Solution: formulate explicit M matrix 
games, the equilibrium at matrix m is 
the equilibrium of the original game at 
state m

 If  Ci(a)=Gi (a-1)   (linear in a) then the 
equilibrium policy for player I is a 
threshold (Gi/λi)



We take as state the vector whose i-th 
component is the expected  number of 
destinations with a packet from source i. .

We obtain a differential game with a compact 
state space. 

The case of no information



Again state space collapce to dimension 1

 Equilibrium at state m obtained as equilibrium 
of m-th matrix game. Now m is a real number

 For linear acceleration cost – same threshold 
policies as in the case of full information.

Results



Motivation: video competition



More info: 1 goto my homepage
2. Click on “Dodescaden 
project”



Find there related publications and videos
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